Hello Year 3
Monday 22nd June to Friday 26th June

This week your tasks are linked to Geography, RE and Art.
In Art this week’s task will encourage you to expand your knowledge of creating different shades of colour to represent light and
shadows
In RE you are going to think about why religious people pray and if it is similar to talking about your problems to someone we trust.
For Geography you will be looking at human and physical features in the UK landscape
If you have any questions, please contact your class teacher on 2email in Purple Mash. And please send any completed work through
your Purple Mash email.

Art
To create a silhouette sunset picture-light and dark colours
Look at the picture.

Look at how many shades of the same colour can be
seen with various light/shade balance?
How many colours can you see? I can see three
primary colours and many secondary colours such as
orange and pink.
How can you create the multihued effect of a sunset?
To create this effect the artist added more white to
the primary colour to make lots of shades of the same
colour.
This type of picture is called silhouette art and has a
dark shape placed in front of a bright background
such as a sunset/sunrise.

Let’s try and create our own sunset..
• To start you have to practice
making different shades or hues
of the same colour.
• So let’s begin by making a colour
wheel as shown in the picture
(you can print a template from
the internet or draw your own
circle and divide it) and see how
many shades you can get from
one colour.

Now let’s create a silhouette picture..
• Create your own sunset background
using the colours you have made.
• Cut out any shape in black
card/paper that you think would work
as a shadow for the foreground of the
picture and stick it on. Et voila! You
have made a sunset silhouette picture!

Please remember to post a picture of your work on Purple
Mash. We would love to see your works of art

Here are some examples to inspire you

RE
Why do religious people pray?
• Ask an adult if they talk to God/s or someone they feel will
help them if they are having problems.
• Ask them if they feel talking like this is similar or different
to praying.
• Inside a faith, prayer is often described as like a
conversation or relationship with God/s.
• We talk to people we are closest to because they love us and
look after us, which helps us to feel good. They don’t grant
magic wishes for us neither does God/s.
• Believers talk to God/s for the same reasons: this is called
praying.
• If you were to talk to God/s what do you think you would
say or ask?
• Write one thing they would like to ask/say to God/s onto a
thought bubble.

‘Why do we talk?’
• Can you think and write four reasons why we talk to
others?
• For many religious believers, God is like their parents,
best friend and big brother/sister all rolled into one. For
religious people prayer is really about friendship, love and
support.
• Is prayer and talking to those we love similar? Can you
think of any reason why religious people want to pray?

Geography
Human and Physical features in the UK
A human feature of a landscape is
anything that has been made by
humans. The human characteristics
of a place come from human ideas
and actions. They include bridges,
buildings, and parks.

A physical feature of a landscape is
anything that has been made by natural
processes. They include rivers, lakes,
mountains and ecosystems.

Geography
Human and Physical features in the UK
Can you group these pictures into natural and physical features?

Big Ben and the Houses of Parliament,
London

Durdle Door on Jurassic Coast, Dorset

Conway Castle, Cadw, Wales

Clifton Suspension Bridge, Bristol

Ben Nevis Lochaber, Scotland

River Severn

Forest of Dean, Gloucester

Angel of the North, Gateshead

